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are unaltered.    See Arts. 195 and 92.   The potentials at an internal and external point are for the law of the inverse fourth power,
da
219.    Spheroids.    To $nd the potential and attraction of the solid spheroid whose semi-axes are a, a, c at an internal point. "To find the constants A, G we use the equations
' cos2#/c2 + sin20/a2" The limits of integration are 9 = 0 to TT and $ = 0 to 2?r.   If we put cos 6 = z, the second equation becomes
2 A a2 + 6'c2 = - 27ra2c2 f—-^-—^, where the limits are z = 1 to z — - 1.
If the spheroid is oblate, a is greater than c, and
- tan""1
.(1).
If the spheroid is prolate, a is less than c, and
tc+y(cs~aa)
a We also have 27rn
......(2).
\/(c- — a-;    ^
f = Jr~do) = I>. Thus the values of A and C may be found either by solving those equations or by using the formulae A= — 2TrabcdI/(tda &c. The potential at any internal point is then V=l>p{D — A (£-+ T) — Of2}. We notice that1; tan™""1 \/(<t- — c'J)/c? in an oblate s])heroid i$ equal to the angle subtended <it the ejiwinity of the ax la of revolution by the distance between- the centre and either focns.
22O. Kx. 1. The earth h*'inj< regarded as an oblate homogeneous spheroid the ratio i\'n--. I -c when* «. is the ellij.ticity. Siiuu; the value of e is 1/300 nearly, it its generally sul'licient. t«» retain only the lir.-t jjowcrs. Prove that
[We htivc r/- /" da.-"   I |<n      '>M-   '., f(/>.     Expand the subject of integration J c"        <:" / /     ^ i-iitcoh-^
in IMI\vers <»f r.]
Ex. "2. Show that an attrnrtinj/ homogeneous ohlate spluu-oid of eccentricity J, in the centre of which there acts a repulsive force ^r, will have its owu surface for one of its level surfaces if :J/x .Hirp (."^'.'i -- '27).                                 [Coll. Ex. 1888.]
221. Nearly spherical ellipsoids. Ex. 1. Tho axes of an ellipsoid are so nearly equal that the .square of the dii't'en-nce can bo neglected. Prove that

